agement Committees, most
of whom provided many
years of ongoing service and
continuity. In particular I note
the current Executive comprising Ian Stewart (as Chairperson), Stephanie Whelan
(as Secretary) and Chris
Stewart (as Treasurer). Their
compassion, knowledge and
dedication has spearheaded
great growth for ACRO thereby increasing the life choices
for many beneficiaries of the
services provided by ACRO.
Over the past decade we
have dealt with government
“efficiencies” that have translated to grant and subsidy
reductions or withdrawals that
threaten to both compromise
the organization and make
life more difficult for those
constituencies we represent.
Our response has been to
consolidate asset through
property purchases and to
enter into social enterprise
(such as Olga’s at Shorncliffe). Olga’s at Shorncliffe
has recorded a significant
increase in trading over the
past 12 months and is steadily moving towards a profit for
purpose.
Whilst the reasoning behind
the entrée into Social Enterprise is not profit driven, it is
hoped that over time some
cash replacement can occur
through
business ventures
entered into, thereby ensuring
future continuity in an environment where social justice
and charity are not key functions of government.
Notwithstanding, the organi-

partners who assist in the
augmentation of social services. Time will tell what
future lies ahead for us—

and for many others like
us. I wish all our supporters
an outstanding 2015.

Quotable Quotes from our Daytripper participants
“Wonderful Day with beautiful company, what a lovely
relaxing day.”
zation should continue to
find ways to streamline its
operations and save funds.
Our core Staff members
Fiona, Jennifer, Nancy,
Ben, Ed, Paul, Harry and
Graham continue to provide
invaluable service to our
client base and for that I am
extremely grateful. We welcome our new Housing
Support Worker Amanda
and Carpenter Jarred to the
team and bid a sad farewell
to Celia and Eddie who
worked in our housing support program and will be
missed by their clients and
other
Staff. We also
acknowledge with gratitude
those generous people who
have donated furniture,
household items, clothing
and baby items for our
housing clients during the
year including: Lisa Beilby;
Charmaine Stewart; Tiffany
Beckwith-Skinner; Tracey
Gordon; Caro Toledo; Bec
Jones;
Alfred
James;
Amanda Karo; Marjorie
McNamara Chris Van Eyk
(and their neighbours); Miriam and Andy Stewart.
This has been another successful year for ACRO and,
more importantly, our clients but you can’t help but
get the impression that governments are viewing us
more as dinosaurs than as
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“Thank you for a most enjoyable day. Places we would
never see otherwise. Most grateful.”
“Great views, lovely food, good company—another great
day out.”
“A special thank you for bringing back special memories
of years gone by.”
“Great Day, beautiful gardens, great meal. What more can
you ask for?”
Guests at a Celebration marking Clive’s 30th. year with ACRO
held in August 2014

“Most people in our society have a capacity to enjoy a decent standard of
living. Some others, and the number is growing, do not.”
2014 was not a particularly kind year for this organization nor for
its clients as both state and federal governments pursued their
privatization agenda. It needs to be understood that this agenda
is not restricted to roads, railways and other forms of physical
infrastructure. Nor is it restricted to one political party. We have
had much discussion about privatization and yet, to date, that
discussion has been confined to the inanimate. The most potent
asset in any community (and the most regularly dismissed or
forgotten) are its citizens. They are also abandoned as essential
social services, historically mandated as safety nets within the
Welfare State and which epitomize Australians sense of fairness
are, along with the physical assets that we collectively paid for
over generations, sold to the highest bidder. Most people in our
society have a capacity to enjoy a decent standard of living.
Some others, and the number is growing, do not. More people
who have previously enjoyed their capacity to grow within the
Australian community are also now struggling under oppressive
mortgages and under the threat of unemployment. Our young
graduates are lumbered with loans that will burden them for
years after leaving education. Our elderly are being forced to
liquidate their life savings to enter aged care facilities. Young
families who can no longer afford to purchase a home are forced
to rent in far-flung suburbs and travel by expensive and inadequate public transport to work. We are told that we should pay for
health care that was previously universally available and paid as
a dividend from our taxes. We are told that we are to be inhumane and reject refugees – and worse, treat them appallingly.
Those with disabilities may find that their future needs are not
necessarily being met by new arrangements under the National
Disabilities Insurance Scheme. The imposition of limited choicepoints through increased for-profit providers at the expense of
community–based service provision—in spite of the claims by
government to the contrary - is of concern. Again the need for
profit supersedes care and concern. Our families are denied affordable childcare when both parents are obliged to work and on
it goes. The Australian political system is more akin to a Dicksonian workplace than the progressive institution it used to be.
Perhaps it is timely to re-read “Bleak House” or “David Copperfield”, to garner a sense of what Australia is progressing towards
for average citizens. This is certainly not the Australia I grew up
in. It is the age of transnational free trade – a euphemism for exploiting cheap labour in other countries and disenfranchising our
own working class.
We in the nongovernmental sector have always assumed an advocacy role for the disadvantaged and for those likely to become
disadvantaged – the social conscience of government policy if
you will. We are under threat. The almost Machiavellian approach by government to silence this sector, thereby reinforcing
an unfettered race to divest itself of responsibility through privatization, flies in the face of decency and fairness. Government bu-

reaucratic policy appears to be directly related to ensuring
that smaller nongovernmental organisations fail and disappear. This past year a significant number of smaller independent organisations closed being denuded of essential
public funds needed to advance their charitable work.
As suggested from previous Reports the Free Trade Agreements signed by the Australian government appear to require government to withdraw from any aspect of social enterprise that can be operated for profit – including health,
education and welfare. This appears to be manifesting
across government departments:
 The Queensland government appears to be shedding
its public service and negotiating with larger Churchbased organisations for the contracting of historically
mandated public service functions;
 The government has actively sought to sell off its housing stock. Affordable housing owned by government has
been a staple for Queensland and has assisted countless families in housing crisis over many generations.
The changes for eligibility to “Housing Commission”
housing has excluded large numbers of people in need
and removed the certainty for ongoing housing that this
provided;
 Locally dispensed Emergency Relief is being recontracted to centrally administered hubs by the Commonwealth government;
 Community Development funding for locally consulted
projects has been tendered out – with new for-profit
entities becoming a significant beneficiary to the determent, in my view, of those communities;
 Access to affordable maintenance and other homebased services for older citizens is being stymied
through new layers of bureaucracy and, again, centralization of first contact capacity for clients;
 Universal Health care is under direct threat;
 Boot Camps for young people are replacing proactive
youth initiatives that have a proven capacity for reducing (or eliminating) criminogenic behaviour;
 Education is once again becoming the privilege of the
rich not the right for all.
These are all issues that directly impact on those within our
community who are least capable of managing – our poor,
our elderly, our youth, our frail, our sick, our unemployed,
our disabled. This is an unacceptable and untenable position and one to which the general public must be obliged to
respond. The methodology being applied is not exclusively
meeting a conservative agenda. Indeed, it was former Labor
governments that commenced these processes. The current governments (both federal and state) have willingly

chosen to pursue the disenfranchisement of
the disadvantaged in our society. Public
servants have been willing to cut and paste
from failed British programs and implement
them here in Australia and others have been
only too willing to import the draconian
American ethos of pulling oneself up by the
bootstraps by stripping social services. Government Ministers, it seems, are only too

“We, the people, are the
arbiters of good citizenship –
not the politicians and
certainly not the profiteers.”
willing to enable their public service to continue this practice without intervention. To
borrow and reapply former Prime Minister
Paul Keating’s image, the most vulnerable
Australians are being left to swing in the
breeze like a rotting carcass. If you remove
the advocacy of volunteer nongovernmental
organisations, there is nobody to cut down
(let alone revive) the suffering body.
There is always hope that common sense
will prevail but I have to say that hope is fading. We, the people, are the arbiters of good
citizenship – not the politicians and certainly
not the profiteers. We, the people, must reject the assumption that we do not care for
those amongst us who are struggling and in
trouble. We, the people, have an obligation
placed upon us by virtue of our citizenship to
protect the poor, the frail and the disadvantaged.
In review of the previous Financial period I
can report the following.
Housing
In addition to our four SAAP properties, and
by utilising a variety of housing programs,
ACRO has been able to greatly enhance our
ability to provide short-term housing and
assistance to the many homeless people
who are presenting to the organisation.
Unfortunately It is becoming increasingly
apparent that the SAAP Program (our supported accommodation project that has
been in existence in various forms since
1983) may be under threat of defunding early in the new financial year. The
“rationalisation” by the neoliberalists that
saw our Community Development position
defunded in the previous financial period
and which follows on from previous funding
losses that saw our administrative capacity
greatly reduced will lead to further regretta-

ACRO Staff members (L to R
back) David Licht, Harry
McKinnon, Ed Wilson, Ben
Green, Jared Taylor, Paul
Green, (L to R front) Fiona
Begg, Jennifer Abdur-Rahman,
Tina Porter, Eddie Kempe .
Insert: Graham Kersnovske,
Nancy Pitinga.

Dr Clive Begg, Executive Director

ble consequences for those who depend upon ACRO for their day to day Other Community Organisations
existence.
and public servants with whom we
work in partnership to assist clients
In addition we are contending with in particular staff from Multicultural
new rules for housing clients that are Development Association (MDA)
making it more and more difficult for especially Lailah; the Department
disadvantaged people to access af- of Housing area office staff particfordable low cost housing in Queens- ularly the Inala and Chermside
land. The groundwork is being laid by offices; Kylie and staff from the
government decision-making for de- Community Place; Claire from
velopment of a new underclass in ACTS; St Vincent De Paul SettleAustralia. Some may find this accepta- ment Services staff (Goodna) in
ble—but ACRO does not.
particular Simon and Rebecca;
Lawrence from the Portfolio ManOver the last financial year we have agement area of the Department of
provided 7100 bed-nights for clients in Housing and Public Works and the
our SAAP housing and 23575 bed many generous donors through the
nights in our short-term housing ac- Givit Website. As you can see,
commodation.
ACRO has forged important partnerships in order to achieve posiIn addition we have received over 500 tive outcomes for our clients.
housing related calls to which our Staff
have provided assistance. In sum- The majority of clients in ACRO
mary, the future for housing services supported accommodation crisis
that capture real need within the com- housing program received offers of
public rental housing within a three
munity is in doubt.
– six month period from the departWelfare
ment of housing. This is an outstanding achievement and we
ACRO has received funding from both acknowledge the Department of
the state and federal governments for Housing.
emergency relief. We have received
over 900 calls requesting emergency
relief and other assistance. Of these
we have provided cash or in-kind assistance to 360 with almost 1000 calls
engaging community development
options. Clearly there is a surplus demand placed upon our meagre resources. There is the suggestion that
future Emergency Relief funds will be
contracted to larger organisations operating from a centralised hub. We Day Tripper Program
remain uncertain as to whether this
method is the best for the clients that This program continues to grow in
we deal with—many of whom experi- popularity with 309 people particience a number of barriers to seeking
assistance including language and
mobility and access issues.
Other acknowledgements
We are extremely indebted to many
supporters including the Rotary Club
of Toowong who provide free movie
tickets annually for families in our crisis accommodation; our volunteers,
particularly Fay, Christina and Del;

pating in bus trips throughout
South-East Queensland this
past year. Thanks to Nancy
for her continuing coordination of the program amongst
her range of other duties. We
also thank our great volunteers.
HAS/HACC
During the year the HAS Program has provided 4536 services; 3409 of which were
provided by ACRO Service
personnel.
In addition we have provided
3637 HACC maintenance
services; 2191 of which were
delivered by ACRO Service
personnel.
As well as providing these
services we have undertaken
1447 modifications on behalf
of clients. We received 878
referrals to Occupational
Therapists for assistance.
The significant outcomes that
this program provides to older people and people of any
age with a disability wanting
to remain living independently in their own homes should
not be underestimated. By
ensuring qualified, reliable
tradespeople, assisting with
the cost of labour for essential home maintenance and
modifications and providing
invaluable information to clients about a range of health,
safety and security issues,
this program value adds significantly to the lives of older
people and people with a
disability. There remains a
question mark over the future
of this program as well. New
government priorities and
their concern for the cost to
Daytripper participants on a Bris- the
bane River Cruise during the year. tax-

payer of the ageing population will undoubtedly lead to
less benevolence and more
user-pay for older citizens.
Youth Camps
25 Young
people took
part in the
camps this
year
with
camps undertaken
during
school holidays.
No Interest
Loan
Scheme
(Nils) Program
ACRO issued nine
loans during the year
to a value
of $9380 to
clients from our housing program and home assist programs for a variety of household items including white
goods, TVs and computers.
No repayment defaults have
been recorded since we commenced the Program in 2012

hospitality. I particularly
note the efforts of Dominik, Jeremy, Ashley and
our juniors Emily, Tom,
Jodie, Sami, Prue and
Jacquie. We continue to
provide a quality product
as evidenced by our reviews on Facebook, Urbanspoon (91%) and
TripAdvisor (Number 1 in
the area).

and to date 10 loans have
been completed.
Student Accommodation
The accommodation at Sandgate Road has now been
successfully operated for almost two years. It provides
the dual outcomes of income
generation and accommodation for international students.
Olgas at Shorncliffe
Olga’s has been working towards profitability and it is
noted that significant increases in clientele and trading
have been registered this
past year. Whilst profit is not
the cornerstone of a social
enterprise, the vacuum being
created from withdrawal of
government funding requires
organisations such as ACRO
to reach out into the community for support in undertaking its important work. In
time Olga’s will provide the
supplementary funding to
enable the continuity of important social programs. We
thank Olga’s clients for their
ongoing support and for their
many financial donations. We
also acknowledge the work of
our Staff in maintaining the
high standards required in

Below: Olga’s at Shorncliffe Staff (L to R) Prue, Jodie, Dominik, Tom
and Jeremy. Insert: Emily and Ashley

Halloween at Olga’s

Challenges.
This year marks 50 Years
of operation for ACRO
Over the past decades
the
organization
has
evolved from a Prisoner
Aid organization to a Social Justice organization
but always has been concerned with the difficulties
experienced by marginalized people – refugees,
the homeless, prisoners
and their families, the elderly, the young and other
economically
disadvantaged people. This longevity is an outstanding
achievement for an independent Charity such as
this. It is hard to believe
that it has been 30 years
since I started my association with ACRO. What
started out as a shortterm option quickly developed into a passion and
career choice. During this
time I have been privileged to work with many
hundreds of colleagues
committed to social justice. I have been honoured to work with a succession of brilliant Man-

